Structure, biomimetics, and fluid dynamics of fish skin surfaces
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The interface between the fluid environment and the surface of the body in swimming fishes is critical for both physiological and hydrodynamic functions. The skin surface in most species of fishes is covered with bony scales or toothlike denticles (in sharks). Despite the apparent importance of fish surfaces for understanding aquatic locomotion and near-surface boundary layer flows, relatively little attention has been paid to either the nature of surface textures in fishes or possible hydrodynamic effects of variation in roughness around the body surface within an individual and among species. Fish surfaces are remarkably diverse and in many bony fishes scales can have an intricate surface texture with projections, ridges, and comblike extensions. Shark denticles (or scales) are toothlike and project out of the skin to form a complexly textured surface that interacts with free-stream flow. Manufacturing biomimetic foils with fishlike surfaces allows hydrodynamic testing and we emphasize here the importance of dynamic test conditions where the effect of surface textures is assessed under conditions of self-propulsion. We show that simple two-dimensional foils with patterned cuts do not perform as well as a smooth control surface, but that biomimetic shark skin foils can swim at higher self-propelled speeds than smooth controls. When the arrangement of denticles on the foil surface is altered, we find that a staggered-overlapped pattern outperforms other arrangements. Flexible foils made of real shark skin outperform sanded controls when foils are moved with a biologically realistic motion program. We suggest that focus on the mechanisms of drag reduction by fish surfaces has been too limiting and an additional role of fish surface textures may be to alter leading edge vortices and flow patterns on moving surfaces in a way that enhances thrust. Analysis of water flow over an artificial shark skin foil under both static and dynamic conditions shows that a shear layer develops over the denticle surface and we propose that there is limited flow under the expanded surfaces of shark denticles. The diversity of fish scale types and textures and the effect of these surfaces on boundary layer flows and fish locomotor energetics is a rich area for future investigation.
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I. INTRODUCTION

For a swimming fish, the interface between the fluid environment and the body is critical for both physiological and hydrodynamic functions. Processes such as the exchange of ions, carbon dioxide, and oxygen all occur across the surface area of body tissues, and frictional and pressure forces that arise during locomotion are significantly affected by surface texture and conformation.

*This paper is based on an invited lecture given by George V. Lauder at the 68th Annual Meeting of the APS Division of Fluid Dynamics, which was held 22–24 November 2015 in Boston (MA), USA.
†Author for correspondence: glauder@oeb.harvard.edu
Interfacial phenomena are of general importance in biofluid dynamics, but for swimming fish, the nature of the interface between the body and fluid is a key factor both determining the energetic cost of locomotion in the short term and being responsible for evolutionary specializations such as drag reducing features on longer time scales.

Despite the apparent importance of fish surfaces for understanding aquatic locomotion, relatively little attention has been paid to the nature of the skin surface texture in fishes and the possible hydrodynamic effects of variation in texture around the body surface as well as among species. For example, the surfaces of bony fish are substantially different from the skin surface of sharks and rays and yet we understand little about the hydrodynamic consequences of these different surface types. Furthermore, the three dimensionality of biological fish surfaces is not well characterized and the extent to which textural elements extend into the boundary layer as fish swim is unknown, as is the extent of movement (either active or passive) among skin surface elements. Moreover, there are few experimental models that can replicate \textit{in vivo} fish surface function during locomotion and allow measurement of parameters such as swimming speed, the energetic cost of locomotion, and thrust and drag forces under dynamic swimming conditions.

Fish surfaces are composed of arrays of individual scales (often termed denticles in sharks and rays) that form a textured surface. In sharks, the denticles have a complex shape (see below) and penetrate the epidermal skin layer to make direct contact with the water. Shark denticles are homologous to mammalian teeth \cite{1}: Each denticle possesses an interior pulp cavity with nervous and arterial supply, a coating of dentine and enamel, and a root or expanded base embedded within the dermis. In bony fish, individual scales are composed of bone arranged in thin layers to make a laminated composite structure \cite{2–4}. Scales are embedded within the skin’s epidermal layer and in most species scales do not make direct contact with the water due to the epidermal coating. Bony fish surfaces are also often well supplied with mucus glands and a mucus coating can obscure some features of scale surface texture.

The skin of sharks has attracted the most attention as a biological surface that might possess special drag-reducing properties in the water and a number of simple physical models have been suggested that might replicate shark skin function \cite{5–10}. These studies have focused on static testing, analyzing drag forces on rigid surfaces as a function of flow speed, and examining the effect of surface feature spacing on the magnitude of observed drag reduction. Riblet models as a general abstraction of a sharklike textured surface also have been analyzed for drag reducing properties \cite{8,11–13} and recent computational models have assessed the ability of shark skin surfaces to possibly reduce drag \cite{14,15}, again under static conditions.

In considering the effect of surface structures on drag, it is useful to consider both the Reynolds number $Re$ and a dimensionless $S^+$ number \cite{5,16,17}. However, the characteristic length scale for Reynolds numbers relevant to fish locomotion can range from propulsor (or fish) body length down to the spacing between surface roughness elements and boundary layer thickness. For the types of data and experiments described here, whole propulsor (foil or animal) $Re$ ranges from $\sim 1 \times 10^3$ to $2 \times 10^5$, although large pelagic fishes such as tuna certainly swim at higher $Re$ than this. Using the distance between adjacent ribletlike ridges on shark skin denticles as a characteristic length, and free-stream flow velocities of typical laboratory experiments in water, the $Re$ is on the order of 15. Clearly a range of interesting fluid dynamic phenomena may be involved in understanding how fish scales interact with their fluid environment.

In addition, the dimensionless $S^+$ parameter has been used in studies of drag reduction as the Reynolds number may not be the most relevant metric when fish surface structures have a much smaller size scale than that of the whole body \cite{13,17–19}. Here $S^+$ is a function of the spacing between surface projections, fluid kinematic viscosity, density, and average surface shear stress. Values of $S^+$ between approximately 5 and 25 have been shown to represent conditions where surface textures may result in reduced friction drag.

In this paper we present an overview of fish surface structures and their hydrodynamic effects studied under dynamic conditions. First, we provide a synopsis of the diversity of three-dimensional fish surfaces. There is a remarkable and unappreciated diversity of fish surface textures and new
FIG. 1. Scanning electron micrographs showing the diversity of denticles around the body and head of a bonnethead shark, *Sphyrna tiburo*. Individual denticles are all 100–200 µm in length (see [19,29]). Denticles near the leading edge of the head are flatter with greatly reduced or absent ridges, while denticles on the midbody and posterior-body regions have prominent ridges and posterior projections oriented in the streamwise direction.

technologies have recently allowed measurement of the surface topography of fish skin. Second, we discuss experimental platforms that allow dynamic testing of a variety of alternative fish surface designs that range from simple two-dimensional physical models to three-dimensional (3D) printed shark skin to pieces of actual shark skin. Finally, we present the results of dynamic tests of swimming performance of these different skin models and review previous hydrodynamic results suggesting that fish skin textures may enhance propulsion by improving thrust, in addition to possible effects of drag reduction.

We believe that the near-exclusive focus on the possibility of drag reduction by fish surfaces has been too limiting and that an additional role of fish surface textures may be to alter leading edge vortices and flow patterns on moving surfaces in a way that enhances thrust. Most importantly, we wish to emphasize the importance of dynamic testing in which model fish skin surfaces are analyzed under time-dependent conditions. Replicating the locomotor conditions of freely swimming fishes to test hydrodynamic effects of surface structures is critical; bending of the body and active motion of fins are key features of fish propulsion [20–22]. We believe that static testing circumstances, which do not replicate patterns of skin bending, changing angles of attack through time, and self-propulsion where thrust and drag forces are balanced over a flapping cycle, are unlikely to reveal the key physical phenomena associated with fish skin surface effects during aquatic propulsion.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. Imaging

Imaging fish surfaces is challenging. In particular, imaging the surface of live fishes and the broader pattern of surface elements so that the arrangement of textural elements can be seen as they occur in vivo poses special difficulties. Traditionally, scanning electron microscopy (SEM) has been used to image bony fish scales, but published SEM images are almost exclusively of individual scales and do not reveal the overlapping patterns of scales and associated soft tissues in bony fishes. Scanning electron microscopy has also been used to image the surfaces of shark skin (Fig. 1) [23,24] and microcomputed tomography (µCT) scans have provided surface images of shark skin scales (or denticles) as well as for one species of bony fish [25]. For the smaller surface features of shark skin scales to be seen, µCT scanning at a resolution on the order of 1 µm may be necessary [19] and
FIG. 2. Surface topography of a blue shark (Prionace glauca): (a) surface of the dorsal side of the anteriormost tip of the head, (b) topography of the dorsal side of the head between the eyes, and (c) topography of denticles from the trailing edge of the tail. All images are arranged so that the anterior is to the left and the dorsal is up. Color indicates surface height, with blue representing the lowest regions and red the regions that project the greatest extent from the surface. Dotted lines in each image show the location of the vertical profiles below each image. Shark surface roughness varies considerably around the body.

such scans have been used to make three-dimensional models of the individual denticles for additive manufacturing of biomimetic shark skin [26].

An approach to imaging the surface of fish skin that provides images relevant to both propulsion and measurement of surface textural roughness is to use gel-based contact surface profilometry [27,28]. Wainwright and Lauder [25] used contact profilometry to analyze the textures of scale patterns on the surface of bluegill sunfish and below we provide sample images using this technique for several species of both bony fishes and sharks (Figs. 2 and 3).

B. Foil manufacture

In order to study the hydrodynamic effect of fish surface textures under dynamic conditions of self-propulsion where fish skin or skin models are moved with a heave (side to side) or pitch (rotational) motion program to generate thrust, fish skin models must be assembled into flexible foils or panels that can be attached to mechanical controllers. To generate simple two-dimensional physical models with patterned surfaces in which water can flow from one side of the swimming panel to the other, we used a laser cutter to slice differently shaped “scales” into flexible plastic panels (Artus color-coded shim stock) that vary in stiffness (Fig. 4). Cutting shapes into plastic panels of various stiffnesses allowed individual elements to “pop up” from the panel surface during swimming. The propulsive performance of these different patterns was tested as described below under several movement programs.

To produce membranes of shark skin for hydrodynamic testing, Oeffner and Lauder [29] excised pieces of skin from freshly caught sharks [Fig. 5(a)], cleaned the skin samples of underlying muscle and connective tissue to produce strips of skin [Fig. 5(b)], and assembled these strips into both rigid (by gluing skin strips to aluminum panels) and flexible (by gluing the skin strips to each other and attaching them to a leading edge rod [Fig. 5(c)]) panels for testing. The swimming performance of these skin strip panels was compared to panels in which the surface denticles had been carefully sanded off [29].
FIG. 3. Bony fish surfaces. (a) Photograph of a single bluegill sunfish (*Lepomis macrochirus*) scale (dashed white line indicates the limit of the portion of the scale exposed to the water). (b) Group of scales located in the center of the body from a bluegill sunfish to show the overlapping arrangement. (c) A 45° view with height enhanced (by 3%) of the same image in (a), with a vertical profile along the dashed line shown to the right (d) height profile along the dashed line in (c). (e) Surface of a gulf menhaden (*Brevoortia patronus*). (f) Surface of a Hawaiian dascyllus (*Dascyllus albisella*). (g) Surface of a sargassum triggerfish (*Xanthichthys ringens*) just posterior to the tip of the pectoral fin. (h) Surface of a rainbow smelt (*Osmerus mordax*). All images show surfaces where the anterior is to the left and the dorsal is up. For images (c) and (e)–(h), color indicates height, with dark blue representing the lowest point and red the highest point on the fish surface. The maximum feature height ranges from ~150 µm to 350 µm.
FIG. 4. Two-dimensional biomimetic foils with different patterns laser cut into thin flexible plastic panels. Images in the left column show the cut pattern (all illustrated at the same scale), used to generate deformable fish scalelike components. Images on the right show bent foils and the resulting pop-up geometry. Water can flow from one side to the other of the swimming foil when the cut elements deform. Patterns are cut into different thickness plastic materials to vary the extent of the pop-up behavior during bending. From top to bottom, foil thicknesses are 0.19, 0.05, 0.05, and 0.025 mm.
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FIG. 5. Fabrication of a flexible skin foil from mako shark skin and analysis of the self-propelled swimming speed of this foil under three motion programs, compared to a smoother sanded foil in which most of the denticles have been removed. (a) Removal of sections of skin from a mako shark (*Isurus oxyrinchus*). (b) Skin is then cleaned of underlying tissue and the orientation marked (black arrow at the bottom of each skin strip). (c) Two skin strips are glued to each other with each denticle surface facing the water, trimmed into a rectangular flexible foil, and attached to a rod for testing. Histograms show the self-propelled swimming speed for three different motion programs in which the leading edge of the shark skin foil is moved in heave (either 1 or 2 Hz at ±2 cm) and with no pitch or with 30° pitch. In each of the three tested cases, the intact shark skin foil swims significantly faster than the smoother control (marked by an asterisk). [Adapted in part from [29], photographs in (a) and (b) courtesy of Johannes Oeffner.]

To manufacture biomimetic shark skin that allowed us to control both denticle structure and arrangement on the panel surface, we used μCT scanning to generate a three-dimensional denticle model, arranged the individual model denticles into arrays of various types, and used additive manufacturing to print artificial shark skin membranes in which the denticles are made of rigid material with their expanded bases embedded into a flexible substrate (Fig. 6). This approach allowed us to generate flexible biomimetic skin models in which denticles change their relative spacing as the skin changes from concave to convex during undulatory propulsion [Fig. 6(f)]. Both denticle-covered artificial shark skin membranes and the smooth controls have near-identical flexural stiffnesses, due to the central supporting plastic element [Fig. 7(c)] to which the flexible foil surfaces were attached. This central plastic support dominates the flexural stiffness of the entire assembly and the presence of denticles did not noticeably alter flexural stiffness.

To explore the possibility of printing sharklike denticles at very small size scales, we used a Nanoscribe printer (Photonic professional, GmbH, Germany) and two-photon lithography to fabricate a single shark skin denticle at a size that is ten times smaller than its real scale. Figure 8...
FIG. 6. Shark denticle models and biomimetic skin membranes. (a) Bonnethead shark (*Sphyrna tiburo*) denticles from near the anal fin (scales are \(\sim 200 \, \mu m\) in length). (b) Three-dimensional mesh and (c) rendered model of an individual denticle. (d) Row of denticles, showing how the top of one denticle overlaps the base of the adjacent one. (e) Two-dimensional denticle array in which rigid denticles are laid out on a flexible membrane substrate. (f) Fabricated biomimetic synthetic shark skin membrane used for hydrodynamic testing in which rigid denticles are arrayed on a flexible substrate. Individual denticles are \(\sim 1\) mm in length. (g)–(i) Diagrams of three different denticle patterns and densities used for testing the effect of changing denticle arrangements on propulsion. (Adapted from [19,22,26,29].)

shows the optical and SEM images of a 3D printed single shark skin denticle attached to a glass coverslip. The shark skin denticle model was first designed in Solidworks (Solidworks Corp., Waltham, MA, USA) and then converted into volumetric pixels in MATLAB. Ultraviolet-curable photoresist material (IP-Dip, Nanoscribe, GmbH, Germany) was exposed by a laser beam at the positions of the volumetric pixels following the designed denticle shape. A thin layer of postexposed
FIG. 7. Hydrodynamic function of biomimetic shark skin models. (a) Dynamic testing in a flow tank of a synthetic shark skin membrane with a mechanical flapping controller. (b) Cross sections of biomimetic shark skin and the smooth control, both manufactured to be of equal total mass; blue arrow indicates the direction of water flow. (c) A flexible plastic foil (yellow, 0.5 mm thickness) is covered on both sides with 3D printed flexible synthetic shark skin to allow testing; the foil is 177 mm in height and 77 mm in chord width. The histogram shows results of testing the self-propelled speed of this synthetic shark skin membrane with respect to the smooth control surface at different leading edge pitch values; the heave amplitude was ±1.5 cm and the frequency was 1 Hz for all tests. At pitch angles of 5°, 10°, and 15° (asterisks), the swimming speeds of the biomimetic shark skin foils were significantly greater than those of the controls; at the other four pitch angles, the swimming speeds were similar. (d) Tests of the swimming speeds of three different denticle patterns (see Fig. 6) relative to a smooth control at five different leading edge heave values. Error bars represent ±1 standard error of the mean. (Adapted in part from [19,26].)

baked SU-8 resist material was used to ensure the polymerized shark skin denticle reliably bonded to the underlying glass coverslip for SEM imaging. Polymerizing the single shark skin denticle (15 µm in length and 10 µm in width) took approximately 25 min. Once the polymerization process was
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FIG. 8. Images of a high-resolution 3D print of a shark skin denticle. (a) Volumetric model of a denticle generally similar to those of mako sharks (*Isurus oxyrinchus*). (b) Optical microscopic image of the fabricated denticle in top view showing the size scale. Scanning electron microscopic images of the denticle are shown from the (c) top, (d) side, and (e) posterior views. The 3D printed denticle is mounted on a glass coverslip and manufactured using two-photon lithography.

finished, unexposed regions including the denticle undercut area were removed with a developer bath using 2-methoxy-1-methylethyl acetate. After baking the polymerized denticle at 120 °C for 30 min, the solidified shark skin denticle is rigid with a Young modulus of approximately 4 GPa.

C. Hydrodynamic testing

Dynamic testing of fish skin model panels and membranes made from real shark skin was accomplished with a mechanical controller that allows programming of heave (side-to-side) and pitch (rotational) motions [30]. Foils are held at the leading edge by a supporting rod, which is in turn attached above the water to heave and pitch motors through a force or torque sensor [see Figs. 5(c) and 7(a)]. A recirculating water flow tank with programmable speed control allows testing of diverse swimming motions under a range of speeds. A number of recent studies of the dynamics of swimming flexible panels have used this apparatus to measure swimming forces and torques with a six-axis ATI nano-17 transducer (ATI Inc., Apex, NC) (see, e.g., [31–35]). Synchronized high-speed video cameras allow measurement of foil motion as forces are recorded.

Measurement of the self-propelled swimming speed of foils is accomplished by first picking a particular motion program of heave, frequency, and pitch and then measuring the mean thrust across a range of imposed flow speeds. Self-propulsion, for a particular motion program, occurs at the speed where the average thrust over a flapping cycle is zero.

Flow visualization over the surface and in the wake of flapping foils is accomplished using particle image velocimetry as in our previous research. We have analyzed the vortical structure on the surface of swimming foils [19,29] and in the wake (see, e.g., [36–38]) to document how changing surface characteristics and motion patterns alters flow structures. Here we present flow visualizations over the surface of a static and dynamic biomimetic shark skin foil with widely spaced denticles [arrangement of Fig. 6(i)] to allow flow in between individual denticles to be seen, as well as the pattern of surface flow (Fig. 9).
FIG. 9. Flow over a synthetic shark skin membrane with widely spaced denticles [see Fig. 6(i)] (a)–(c) during static testing and (d)–(f) under dynamic conditions of 2-Hz leading edge oscillation and a free-stream flow of 25 cm/s. Top images show the biomimetic shark skin membrane; blue and red arrows indicate the direction of water and foil motion, respectively. (b) and (e) show velocity vector fields representing flow over the membrane. (c) Average vorticity (mean over 0.4 s) on the surface of the static shark skin panel; the vorticity (s$^{-1}$) ranges from a maximum positive (red) of 0.025 to a maximum negative (blue) of $-0.4$. (f) Instantaneous vorticity (s$^{-1}$) over the shark skin panel surface; the vorticity ranges from a maximum positive (red) of 120 to a maximum negative (blue) of $-400$. The size of the denticles is shown in (a).

III. RESULTS

A. Fish surface topography

There is considerable regional variation in fish scale structure, and different locations on the body can have scales with dramatically different morphology [25]. In sharks (Fig. 1), scales near the
leading edge of the head tend to be more paverlike with flattened and smooth upper surfaces exposed to the water, while along the body the scale surface has ridges and three or more posterior fingerlike projections [23,29]. Images and elevation profiles of blue shark (*Prionace glauca*) denticles (Fig. 2) also show the smooth upper surface of each denticle at the front (leading edge) of the head and ridged surfaces on denticles further back along the body. The amplitude of surface roughness in blue sharks ranges from 40 µm near the head to almost 80 µm along the body (Fig. 2) and denticles are not covered by epidermis, so this texture would be seen by water moving over the undulating body and tail. There is a great diversity of sizes and shapes of shark denticles (see, e.g., [39]). Sizes of individual denticles range from approximately 120 µm in open ocean sharks to more than 1 mm [39] in more benthic and slow-moving species and denticles may be widely spaced or can be arranged in close proximity with essentially no gaps among denticles (Fig. 2). Denticles of moderate- to fast-swimming species have overlapping posterior extensions so that an individual upstream denticle overlaps the surface of the next downstream denticle [Fig. 6(a)]. Denticles in shark species with this overlapping structure are generally arrayed into a staggered pattern (Fig. 2) where adjacent rows are offset from each other [also shown schematically in Fig. 6(g)].

In bony fish (Fig. 3), there is also variation around the body in scale structure [25]. Bony fish scales overlap considerably and approximately half of each individual scale overlaps the next most anterior scale [Fig. 3(b)]. Scales are flattened and arranged into a tight array; surface profiles again show approximately a 40–50 µm surface topography, although some of the smaller-scale roughness would be covered by epidermis in life. A survey of bony fish scale topography using gel-based surface contact profilometry reveals a great diversity of surface structures that vary considerably in amplitude. Four examples of this diversity are shown in Fig. 3. The exposed portion of scales can have numerous posteriorly pointing ridges, be covered with prominent bumps, have smooth posterior edges, or possess large central ridges surrounded by smaller surface projections.

B. Swimming dynamics of biomimetic fish surfaces

Although we initially believed that the use of simple flexible (essentially two-dimensional) panels with patterned cuts that could bend and flex and pop up away from the panel surface during locomotion and allow water to pass from one side to the other (Fig. 4) would enhance propulsion, we were unable to find any foil of this type that outperformed a smooth control. For example, Fig. 10 shows the results of measuring the self-propelled swimming speed of two different cut foils. The high-aspect ratio cut [Fig. 4(d)] swam dramatically slower, at approximately one-fourth the speed of the smooth control [Fig. 10(a)], and the cut foil exhibited an increased mean cost of transport (in J/m) nearly five times that of the control.

The cut foil pattern shown in Fig. 4(a) was tested under two different motion programs, one with heave and pitch continually adjusted to give a zero angle of attack (see [40]) [Fig. 10(b)] and one with heave-only motion at the leading edge [Fig. 10(c)]. In both cases, the cut foil swam more slowly and exhibited an increase in the cost of transport. While we did not explore a large parameter space of possible motion programs and the possibility remains that some other motion patterns of these cut panels could result in improved swimming performance, we believe that the reduced effective surface area as the cut elements bend away from the panel surface reduces swimming performance in most cases. Fluid flow from one side of the panel to the other may indeed change swimming dynamics, but quantifying this effect remains a future task.

Swimming tests of flexible panels made from actual shark skin (Fig. 5) demonstrated that for a variety of motion programs, both with pitch and heave only, the intact shark skin surface resulted in improved self-propelled speeds compared to a control in which the surface denticles were removed by sanding. Oeffner and Lauder [29] noted, however, that their tests of rigid shark skin panels attached to aluminum plates (which are not able to bend) did not show improved swimming performance: Intact skin performed either similarly to sanded skin or in one case worse than the control. These data provide evidence that flexibility of the skin membranes is critical to generating improved propulsive performance.
FIG. 10. Analysis of self-propelled swimming speeds for two of the two-dimensional cut foils shown in Fig. 4. The three motion programs used for testing are explained in the text. Images to the right show the foil cut pattern for each test condition. Error bars are plus or minus one standard error. The cost of transport (J/m) for each foil type is (a) 0.021 (control) and 0.096 (cut foil), (b) 0.045 (control) and 0.047 (cut foil), and (c) 0.104 (control) and 0.108 (cut foil).

Analysis of the swimming speeds of biomimetic shark skin panels relative to a 3D printed control of the same mass [Fig. 7(c)], tested at a heave amplitude and frequency of ±1.5 cm and 1 Hz, respectively, but at a variety of pitch values, shows that the shark skin surface swims significantly faster than the control at the intermediate pitch values of 5° to 15°, but slower or equivalently at lower and higher pitch angles. The effect of a shark skinlike surface thus depends on the movement pattern and we should not expect improved performance under all motion programs. Modifying the pattern of biomimetic shark skin denticles on the foil surface [Fig. 7(d)] significantly affects propulsion and under the test conditions of 1-Hz flapping frequency with no pitch, the staggered array of denticles
[Fig. 6(g)] performs much better than a linear array and also better than the smooth control, without any increase in the cost of transport at the lower heave motions [26].

Analysis of the pattern of water flow over the surface of shark skin compared to a sanded control showed that the roughened surface alters the intensity and location of the leading vortex formed during the flapping motion [29]. Oeffner and Lauder [29] suggested that due to the timing of flow separation and the location of the vortex center closer to the foil surface, denticles on shark skin may enhance thrust by increasing leading edge suction. Shark tails appear to possess an attached leading edge vortex during most phases of the tail beat [41] and the textured surface thus can act as a thrust enhancer in body regions where flow separates at appropriate times in the undulatory cycle. Flow separation has also been observed on shark pectoral fins during maneuvering when pectoral fins change their angle of attack, but does not occur during steady swimming, at least when smaller sharks swim freely under laboratory conditions [42,43]. In addition, the cost of transport in flexible biomimetic shark membranes with overlapping denticles is increased under certain motion programs, which suggests that physical interactions among denticles are increasing the flexural stiffness of the membrane during swimming and therefore could be reduced by making each denticle slightly mobile at the base [26]. In fact, mobile denticle bases have been noted in mako sharks [23,44] and this mobility may function to reduce the cost of bending the skin back and forth, where contact among adjacent scales would otherwise increase skin bending stiffness. However, many other sharks such as leopard sharks and spiny dogfish do not possess highly flexible denticles and the extent to which different shark species possess mobile denticles is currently unknown. For bony fish, relative motion of scales is most likely common, although scale movement during locomotion has never been measured and the forces needed to bend bony fish skin are unknown.

One key question that remains unanswered is the extent to which water penetrates the layer of denticles on shark skin and forms vortices underneath the expanded and ridged outer surfaces. Such vortex formation might increase drag [14], but to date there are no experimental observations of such flows. Given the extensive surface provided by the upper regions of denticles (Fig. 2), it might seem unlikely that there is significant flow among the denticle stalks that protrude from the epidermal surface. Studying a model system with widely spaced denticles in which such flows are visible could provide an indication of the extent of within-denticle flow, because observing such flows in freely swimming sharks represents substantial challenges that are not likely to be resolved any time soon. Figure 9 shows the results of both static and dynamic (flapping) flow visualization using the biomimetic denticle membrane of Fig. 6(i). The relatively wide spacing of the denticles allows visualization of the flow in between adjacent denticles, as well as analysis of near-denticle surface flows. Although some flow can be seen separating behind denticles and forming a recirculation zone for both static and dynamic cases, a well-developed shear layer forms over the top of the denticles and across the gaps between adjacent denticles [Figs. 9(c) and 9(f)]. This suggests that water may interact with the ridged denticle surface but not form internal vortical patterns that affect propulsion, as has been previously suggested for widely spaced and erect denticles [45]. The observation of such a distinct surface shear layer in a model system with widely spaced denticles strongly suggests that in tightly packed natural denticle configurations as shown in Fig. 2, the subsurface among-denticle flows could be minimal, especially if a mucus coating exists above the epidermis and around the denticle stalks.

IV. DISCUSSION

Perhaps the most significant issue for which we still lack a clear answer is the extent to which the surface structures on fish skin discussed here interact with near-surface flows and affect the boundary layer. Measurements of vortex location on the surface of swimming panels of shark skin allowed measurement of flow within a few millimeters of the skin surface and were able to detect alterations in vortex structure when denticles were removed [29]. However, boundary layer profiles have yet to be measured on panels of flapping shark skin. Some fish skin structures can project
hundreds of microns above the mean surface and it is likely that surface roughness has significant
effects on flow near the surface and alters the boundary layer profile compared to a smooth surface.
In order to understand the functional significance of the diversity of fish surface structures, we need
to measure boundary layer profiles along the body during swimming, as static models will not reflect
the effects of pressure gradients that develop as the body bends back, and forth and pressure changes
substantially along the fish body during locomotion [46].

Quantifying boundary layer profiles along the length of swimming fishes is challenging and
high-resolution and high-frequency imaging of flows in small areas on the order of 1–5 mm² is
needed to visualize boundary layer profiles and their evolution through time. The boundary layer
of freely swimming fishes has only been measured in two previous studies and in both cases it was
not possible to determine the effect of surface roughness on flow structure or separation point. The
first paper to measure the boundary layer of a swimming fish is that of Anderson et al. [47], who
were able to quantify profiles along the body in one bony fish species (scup, Stenotomus chrysops)
and one shark, the smooth dogfish (Mustelus canis) during free swimming. They showed that there
was little flow separation along the body at the swimming speeds studied (Reynolds numbers up to
3 × 10⁵) and proposed that there is minimal body pressure drag at these speeds. Furthermore, their
results suggest that there is substantially increased total friction on an undulating fish body compared
to the same rigid body towed at the swimming speed. A similar conclusion that body undulations
increase frictional drag forces has been reached in Refs. [48,49], which support the Bone-Lighthill
hypothesis that changes in boundary layer thickness as a result of body undulation increase frictional
drag forces.

Yanase and Saarenrinne [50] have recently measured boundary layer profiles on the body surface
of trout swimming at a Reynolds number of 4 × 10⁵ and have shown that boundary layers can be
unsteady and turbulent at certain locations on the fish. These authors report finding small recirculation
regions near the trout surface that are similar to laminar separation bubbles that result from adverse
pressure gradients and cause flow separation. Areas of flow separation result in upstream flow at
the skin surface at this localized region. Because trout possess small scales that are coated with
a mucus layer and the trout skin surface is thus very smooth, we do not expect to see effects of
scales on boundary layer profiles in this species. However, in other bony fish such as bluegill
sunfish where the scales on many regions of the body have posteriorly projecting small “teeth” or
cntenii [25] that pierce the mucus layer and enter the boundary layer, such effects may be evident
(Fig. 3).

We emphasize the importance of measuring the local flow environment on the skin surface to
understand the effect of different scale structures on boundary layer flow. If there are regions of flow
separation, then flow at the skin surface will be moving in the opposite direction to the free stream
and scales with ctenii or other asymmetrical shapes and features may function very differently than
if flow were uniformly downstream along the body. Such an effect has been seen in swimming
shark skin membranes [29], where flow next to the denticle surface is in the opposite direction to
free-stream flow due to the presence of a large separation bubble that forms on the foil. We should
not assume that shark denticles or bony fish scales are designed to function with flow acting only in
the free-stream direction along their surface.

The extent to which individual scales are mobile during fish swimming is unknown, but fish
lack direct muscular attachments to individual scales and so any scale mobility will be the result
of external forces. Scale motion could certainly affect the boundary layer and movement that does
occur is most likely a passive response to body bending, to pressure changes within the body cavity,
or to tension applied to dermal collagen fibers that invest the skin. Fish skin is remarkably complex
and in this paper we have focused on the pattern of surface ornamentation in sharks and bony fishes.
However, fish skin also possesses an extensive dermal array of embedded collagen fibers [51,52]
and some fish species have scales embedded within the dermis that will likely affect the material
properties and hence the pattern of skin deformation during locomotion. The extent to which scale
motion affects skin hydrodynamic function is unknown, but linking skin structure to locomotor
hydrodynamics is a promising area for future work.
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